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Abstract

In this paper we present a verb sense disambiguation technique
which is based on statistical clustering models which merge
verbs with similar subcategorisation and selectional prefer-
ences into a cluster. The sense of a verb is disambiguated by
(i) extracting the verb and its argument heads with a statis-
tical parser from a given sentence, (ii) labeling the extracted
verb-argument tuple with one or more clusters according to
the clustering model, and (iii) assigning the verb to one of its
possible senses based on this cluster information. Using only
the cluster IDs as features, we obtained an accuracy of 57.06%
which is close to the results of the best system in the Senseval-
2 competition which used far more information. We also show
that a generalization of the selectional preferences in terms of
WordNet concepts leads to better performance due to a reduc-
tion of sparse data problems.Keywords: probabilistic verb
clustering; verb sense disambiguation; selectional preferences.

Introduction
Word sense disambiguation has a long history (see (Agirre
& Edmonds, 2006) for an overview) but still remains a core
problem to many NLP applications such as message under-
standing, machine translation, and question answering. Espe-
cially the disambiguation of highly polysemous verbs with
subtle meaning distinctions is difficult. The definition of
sense inventories is also challenging, controversial, andnot
equally appropriate across NLP domains (Ide & Wilks, 2006).

High-performance Verb Sense Disambiguation (VSD) sys-
tems are trained on sense-tagged corpora and use a wide
range of linguistic and non-linguistic features. The system
described in (Chen & Palmer, 2009) e.g. employs a parser, a
named entity tagger, and a pronoun resolver to extract syntac-
tic features (voice, type of complements, complement heads),
semantic features (WordNet synsets and hypernyms of com-
plement heads), topical features (keywords occurring in the
context), and local features (the two preceding and following
words and their POS tags). A smoothed maximum entropy
classifier disambiguates the sense based on these features.
It achieved 64.6% accuracy on Senseval-2 data. Results on
another data set (OntoNotes) with clearer sense distinctions
came close to the inter-annotator agreement rate with 82.7%.

The high costs of manual semantic tagging motivated the
development of semi-supervised methods. Stevenson and
Joanis (2003) clustered verbs into Levin classes with an
extensive feature space. Then they applied manual, semi-
supervised and unsupervised approaches to automatic feature
selection in order to reduce the 560 feature set to the relevant
features. They reported a semi-supervised chosen set of fea-
tures based on seed verbs as the most reliable choice. Lapata

and Brew (2004) defined a simple probabilistic model with
automatically identified verb frames, which generated pref-
erences for Levin classes. This model was used for disam-
biguating polysemous verbs in terms of Levin classes. They
showed that the lexical meaning of a verb determines its be-
haviour, particularly with respect to the choice of its argu-
ments.

In this paper, we use a statistical clustering model which
is trained on a large unlabelled corpus of verb argument
tuples such as〈read,sub j:ob j,man,book〉 which were ex-
tracted from a text corpus by means of a parser. The clusters
provided by the model can be interpreted as ’sense labels’.
However, these labels are unlikely to exactly match the senses
of some independently defined sense inventory. Therefore the
cluster labels must be mapped to these senses in order to use
the clustering model for their disambiguation. The mapping
is done by a statistical classifier which is trained on manually
sense tagged text. The classifier computes the probability of
each possible verb sense given the cluster labels.

The verb clustering model is based on the assumption that
verbs which agree on their selectional preferences belong to
a common semantic class. The two verbsto sit andto lie in
Example 1 e.g. belong to a class of verbs which describe an
entity placed on top of another entity.

(1) The cat sits/lies on the sofa.

Different readings of a verb usually differ in their argument
preferences. Example 2 shows two readings of the verbto
roll with different subcategorisation frames.

(2) The thunder rolls.– Peter rolls the ton off the road.

Example 3 demonstrates that also the class of arguments
(weaponry vs. employee) can differentiate between verb
meanings.

(3) to fire a gun– to fire a manager

These differences in subcategorisation and selectional prefer-
ences allow the clustering model to assign the readings of a
verb to different clusters, which can then be used as evidence
for verb sense disambiguation. We implemented a VSD sys-
tem based on these ideas and evaluated it on Senseval-2 data1.

1http://193.133.140.102/senseval2/, last visited June 2009
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The Senseval-2 Data
The Senseval-2 shared task was a word sense disambiguation
(WSD) competition for nouns, verbs and adjectives. In this
paper, only the disambiguation of verbs is considered though.
We tested our system on the English Lexical Sample task of
the Senseval-2 data set, which contains 3565 verb instances
in the training set and 1806 in the test set. This data com-
prises 29 different target verbs with 16.76 senses on aver-
age. This high polysemy rate is due to the fact that parti-
cle verb constructions such ascarry onare subsumed under
the base verb. Particle verbs are explicitly marked in the cor-
pus. This facilitated disambiguation because it allowed the
elimination of inappropriate readings. The Senseval-2 data
are hand-tagged with one (sometimes two) WordNet sense
keys of the pre-release WordNet version 1.7. The inter-tagger
agreement (ITA) of the task was only 71.3% which can be
taken as an upper bound for this task.

Description of the clustering models
We used two different statistical clustering models for verb-
argument tuples which group the verbs based on their sub-
categorisation and selectional preferences. They are soft-
clustering models and therefore able to assign a tuple to more
than one cluster. The degree of membership in a given cluster
is expressed by the conditional probabilityp(cluster|tuple).

LSC
In the Latent Semantic Clustering (LSC) model (Rooth, Rie-
zler, Prescher, Carrol, & Beil, 1999) the induction of clusters
for a given verb-argument pair is based on the estimation of
a probability distribution over tuples which consist of a clus-
ter label, a verb and the argument heads. The LSC model is
characterized by the following equation, wherec is the cluster
label,v is a verb anda1...an are the arguments, andp(a|c, i)
is the probability of the worda as thei-th argument in a tuple
from clusterc.

p(c,v,a1, ...,an) = p(c)p(v|c)
n

∏
i=1

p(ai |c, i) (4)

The cluster variablec is not observed in real data and there-
fore a ’hidden variable’. The LSC model assumes that the
verb and the arguments are mutually independent given the
cluster. In other words, it is sufficient to know that a verb
belongs to some clusterc in order to predict its possible argu-
ments. It follows that all verbs of a cluster must have similar
argument preferences.

The model parameters are estimated with the EM algo-
rithm which maximizes the likelihood of the training data
consisting of verb-argument tuples without cluster informa-
tion in an iterative process. After each iteration the model
improves its parameters and increases the likelihood of the
data. The independence assumptions mentioned above drive
the clustering process because only models which approxi-
mately satisfy the independence assumptions will have a high
training data likelihood. This technique is described more

precisely in (Rooth et al., 1999) and (Schulte im Walde, Hy-
ing, Scheible, & Schmid, 2008). The number of clusters is
predefined.

PAC
The PAC (predicate argument clustering) model (Schulte im
Walde et al., 2008) is an extension of LSC. LSC considers
only a fixed number of arguments from one particular sub-
categorisation frame, whereas PAC allows arbitrary subcate-
gorisation frames. The tuple representation described above
for LSC is augmented with aframe argument. The terms ar-
gument and subcategorisation frame here are used in a wider
sense, since all subphrases that depend on the verb are consid-
ered as an argument phrase and belong to the subcategorisa-
tion frame; not only the obligatory ones. An example PAC tu-
ple is given by〈begin, subj:obj:p:np, seller, discussion, with,
buyer〉. 2

If f is a subcategorisation frame andnf is the number of
arguments in framef , the PAC model is characterized by the
following formula:

p(c,v, f ,a1, ...,anf ) = p(c)p(v|c)p( f |c)
nf

∏
i=1

p(ai|c, f , i) (5)

The tuple probability p(c, read,sub j:ob j,man,book),
for instance, is the productp(c)p(read|c)p(sub j:ob j|c)
p(man|c,sub j:ob j,1)p(book|c,sub j:ob j,2).

Because the argument probabilityp(man|c,sub j:ob j,1) is
difficult to estimate due to sparse data problems, PAC gen-
eralizes the selectional preferences expressed in this prob-
ability distribution from words to concepts and replaces
p(man|c,sub j:ob j,1) by the product of a slot-specific con-
cept probability such asp(person|c,sub j:ob j,1) and a word
probability such asp(man|person) which is independent of
the slot. The concepts are taken from a hierarchy such as
WordNet. The selectional preferences of a given argument
slot such as〈c,sub j:ob j,1〉 are represented by a set of con-
cepts which together constitute acut through the WordNet
hierarchy. In general, there might be more than one concept
r in this set which dominates a given noun. Therefore it is
necessary to sum over them:

p(a|c, f , i) = ∑
r

p(r|c, f , i)p(a|r) (6)

The concept probabilities and word probabilities are not di-
rectly estimated. Instead they are derived from Markov mod-
els whose states correspond to WordNet concepts. The con-
cept probabilityp(person|c,sub j:ob j,1), for instance, is de-
fined as the sum of the probabilities of all paths fromentityto
personin the Markov model for the slot〈c,sub j:ob j,1〉, and
the probability of a single path, in turn, is defined as the prod-
uct of the state transition probabilities along that path. PAC
models are trained on verb-argument tuples without cluster

2PP arguments contribute two elements to the frame, the prepo-
sition and the nominal head.
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Figure 1: PAC tree of the tuple:<read, man, book>

information with a variant of the EM algorithm. Initially,
the selectional preferences (SP) of the different slots only
consist of the most general conceptentity. During the train-
ing, the preferences become more specific, corresponding toa
lower cut through the WordNet hierarchy. The specificity of
the concepts is controlled by Minimum Description Length
(MDL) pruning. In each iteration of the EM algorithm, the
SP Markov models are first extended with all the hyponyms
of the current terminal nodes. Then the E step and the M step
of the EM training follow, and finally the resulting SP mod-
els are pruned back by eliminating all edges whose deletion
decreases the total description length.

Description of the System

Our VSD system consists of two components, a clustering
model (either LSC or PAC) and a classifier. It uses the verb,
the subcategorisation frame, and the arguments as the only
features for VSD. The clustering model is trained on the
Reuters corpus3 and learns to assign similar verbs (or actually
verb readings) to the same cluster. The classifiers is trained
on the Senseval-2 training corpus and learns which clusters
correspond to which sense of a verb. It treats each verb sepa-
rately.

Preprocessing of the Data

We parsed the Reuters corpus with the BitPar parser (Schmid,
2006) and extracted the verbs and their arguments. With the
extracted tuples, we trained the verb clustering models.

The Senseval-2 corpus was also parsed with the BitPar
parser but only the verbs to be disambiguated and their ar-
guments were extracted. For each tuple, we calculated the

3http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume5/lewis04a/lewis04a.pdf,
last visited June 2009

cluster probabilities according to the verb clustering model.

p(c|tuple) =
p(c,tuple)

∑c′ p(c′,tuple)
(7)

Cluster probabilities below a threshold of 0.1 were ignored.

Training of the Classifier

Next we used the Senseval-2 training set to train a classifier
that estimates the probability of senses within a cluster. If c is
a cluster ands is a sense, we first summed up the probabilities
of c for any tuple that was labeled withs. This gave us the
frequency of the joint occurrence ofsandc.

f (s,c) = ∑
tuple:sense(tuple)=s

p(c|tuple) (8)

To get the probability ofs givenc, we calculated the relative
frequency. The probabilities of all different senses within c
therefore sum up to 1.

p(s|c) =
f (s,c)

∑s f (s,c)
(9)

Sense Classification

The classifier assigns a sense to each tuple based on the verb,
the cluster probabilities, and the sense probabilities. The most
probable clusters of a tuple are obtained from the clustering
model and the sense probabilities for these clusters were es-
timated in the training. The classifier multiplies the probabil-
ity of each cluster with the probability of each sense of the
cluster. The total probability of a sense for a given tuple is
computed by summing over all clusters:

p(s|tuple) = ∑
c

p(c|tuple)p(s|c) (10)

To give an example: The cluster probabilities for the
verb-argument tuple〈carry,sub j:ob j,man,suitcase〉 might
be c1=0.94, c2=0.05. The classifier would provide for
c1: sense1=0.18 and sense2=0.81, whereas c2 would hold
sense1=1 as a single sense. In this case, the most prob-
able sense would bep(s2|tuple) = p(c1|tuple)p(s2|c1) +
p(c2|tuple)p(s2|c2) = 0.94∗0.81+0.05∗0= 0.76.

In accordance with the Senseval scoring we counted each
verb with an identical sense tag as a match (Kilgarriff, 2000).
If no sense was found,4 the most frequent sense (MFS) of
the verb was assigned. If no MFS existed because the verb
was not in the training data, we randomly chose one of the
senses of the verb in WordNet1.7 and took 1 divided by the
number of senses as the estimated correctness of this random
decision.

4This can be due to parsing errors or because the assigned clus-
ters did not appear in the training data with that verb
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Evaluation
The system was optimized on the training set of the English
Lexical Sample task. All experiments that follow in this sec-
tion are done on this data set with a tenfold cross-evaluation.
We experimented with different settings of the model and of
the preprocessing to find the best features.

We established a base system to explore the performance of
our features. The base system uses a PAC clustering model
with 50 clusters, and 100 training iterations. Additionally we
compared the results to the MFS baseline which assigns all
verbs to their most frequent sense.

If nouns from the verb-argument tuple were not in Word-
Net, we replaced them by a placeholder〈UNKNOWN〉. Ad-
ditionally we used the placeholder〈NONE〉 when the parser
failed to find the head of an argument (e.g. the subject in
subject-less sentences).

For significance testing, we applied a Binomial test and
considered only tuples that where classified correctly either in
the base system or in the experiment system but not in both.
We chose an significance threshold of 5%.

Experiments on the Data

Since the variable frame size and the conceptualisation of the
arguments were an extension from LSC to PAC we aimed
to discover to what extend the frames and arguments helped
in the classification process. We tried to gradually increase
the amount of information provided by the arguments. First
we replaced the arguments in the Senseval2 and the Reuters
tuples by the placeholder ’x’ to use only information given
from the frames. A tuple extracted from the sentence“He
began a battle”is here represented as〈begin,sub j:ob j,x,x〉.

In a second experiment we eliminated the generalization to
concepts in PAC. This means that the probabilityp(ai |c, f , i)
in Equation 5 is directly estimated from data and not de-
composed according to Equation 6. A mapping of WordNet-
unknown words is not required here. The above tuple would
look as follows:〈begin,sub j:ob j,he,battle〉

In a third experiment, we replaced pronouns that are likely
to refer to humans such asI, he, usetc. to the WordNet con-
cept ’person’. Other arguments which where not in WordNet
were mapped to〈UNKNOWN〉 as in the base system. Our
example tuple turns into:〈begin,sub j:ob j, person,battle〉.

Table 1 shows that the difference between no arguments
at all and the base system amounts to only 2%. That means
that the classification is mostly done by the subcategorisa-
tion frame. Selectional preferences improved performance
just slightly. The data set where pronouns were mapped to
’person’ shows the best results.

In the version without WordNet the arguments caused more
damage than they helped. This was a problem of data sparse-
ness. A given tuple with an argumenta could only be as-
signed to a cluster if the model containeda in the same clus-
ter, the same frame and the same slot. Because the corpus
was not large enough it happened quite often that a tuple with
a rare frame did not fit into any cluster. For comparison: in

our ’no wordnet’ data set 107 tuples out of 356 did not belong
to any cluster. In the base system this happened only 21 times.
This means, if we use detailed information about frames we
have to generalize the nouns or we need much more data.

Table 1: Manipulating the Arguments

no arguments 53.40
no wordnet generalization 50.23
base system 55.68
pronouns to ’person’ 56.88

Experiments on the Model
Number of Clusters In this experiment we trained cluster-
ing models with different numbers of clusters (see table 2)5.
If the number of clusters was rather small, more senses were

Table 2: Variation in the Number of Clusters

c 20 54.72 (significance: 0.07)
c 40 55.90
c 50 (base system) 55.68
c 60 55.28
c 80 55.52 (significance: 0.05)
c 100 55.85
c 120 56.01
c 140 56.04
c 160 56.58 (significance: 0.07)
c 180 56.69 (significance: 0.05)
c 200 55.96

united in one cluster causing mis-classifications. An inspec-
tion of the classifier parameters of a model with 20 and 160
clusters6 for the verbto beginshowed that the average num-
ber ofbegin-senses in the 20 cluster model was 4.0 senses per
cluster, where 13 clusters contained the verbto begin. The
160 cluster model had 72 clusters that contained this verb
with an average number ofbegin-senses of 2.72. The total
ambiguity rate of the verbto beginwas 8.

Although the results were not significant a tendency to-
wards an improvement at higher cluster numbers was visible.
It seems that the more clusters we defined the more consistent
the clusters were and the better the sense classification turned
out. If the number of clusters is too high, we would expect
a data sparseness problem because the number of tuples per
cluster decreases and the probability estimates become unre-
liable. Maybe this point is reached with 200 clusters.

Number of Iterations It was often observed that the perfor-
mance of systems which are trained with the EM algorithm
improves over a couple of iterations and then starts to de-
crease again. Our experiments on the number of iterations
show that further training iterations did not make a signifi-
cant difference after the 30th iteration (see table 37). After 30

5Significance testing yielded values over 0.05%. Values thatgot
close to the threshold are nominated.

6Only clusters with a probability over 0.01 were considered.
7Values marked with an asterisk are significant results compared

to the base system.
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iterations the results bounced up and down randomly. How-
ever, even after 100 iterations we did not reach a turning point
where results got noticeably worse.

Table 3: Variation of the Number of Iterations

c 20 c 50 c 100 c 180
i 10 51.05* 52.45* 53.38* 53.63*
i 20 54.25* 54.05* 55.06 55.06
i 30 54.50* 55.25 55.62 55.09
i 40 54.13* 55.82 55.59 56.24
i 50 54.19* 55.79 55.51 55.76
i 60 55.05* 55.68 55.42 56.01
i 70 54.38* 55.95 55.68 56.32
i 80 54.55* 55.65 55.93 56.60
i 90 54.41* 55.70 55.59 56.80*
i 100 54.72 55.68 55.85 56.69

Comparing LSC and PAC

Since the LSC model does not include the frame in its pa-
rameters and since the number of arguments must be fixed,
we used a different tuple representation for LSC. We created
a pseudo argument containing the frame and we chose only
subject and object arguments (which are undefined if not con-
tained in the frame):〈begin, subj:obj:p:np, it, visit〉

If we applied LSC to a data set without arguments, the re-
sult was similar to the corresponding PAC result (see table 4).
If we added arguments as described above, we got 50.65%.
In this experiment the model was losing out because it was
trained on a rather small data set8 and had similar data sparse-
ness problems as the PAC version without WordNet. If we
used a larger training set9, performance improved consider-
ably (see the last row of table 4). The result shows that LSC
suffers more from data sparseness than PAC which indicates
that the argument generalization helps.

Table 4: Comparing LSC and PAC

LSC PAC
no arguments 53.07 53.40
arguments, small corpus 50.65 55.68 (base system)
arguments, large corpus 55.03 56.45

Results

The final evaluation was carried out on the test data of the En-
glish Lexical Sample task with the best combination of fea-
tures according to the previous experiments. That was the
data set where the pronouns were partially mapped to the
WordNet concept ’person’. The model was trained on a large
data set with 180 clusters and 90 iterations. Table 5 compares
our results to the accuracy scores of other WSD systems on

8The small data set contains only tuples with words existent in
WordNet (2.4 million Tuple).

9In the large data set all tuples provided from the Reuters corpus
were taken. Words not included in WordNet were replaced by a
placeholder (4.9 million tuple).

this task for verbs10. The performance of our system is close

Table 5: Results on the evaluation data set

MFS 46.1
Seo/Lee 57.6
Dang/Palmer 59.6
Chen/Palmer 64.6
PAC 57.06

to that of the best system in the Senseval-2 evaluation (Seo,
Lee, Rim, & Lee, 2001) but somewhat behind current state of
the art (Chen & Palmer, 2009). However, it must be pointed
out that we used very few features - only subcategorisation
frames and arguments provided from the clustering model,
and that our results are likely to improve after adding further
features. Seo et al. (2001)11 used no linguistic information at
all, but took into account local contexts, topical contextsand
bigram contexts. These features seem to be quite different
from ours. Incorporating them in our system would probably
improve the performance.

Error Analysis and Future Work

We had to deal with errors on different levels. Besides of
parser errors – in the Senseval-2 training set 4.1% of the tar-
get verbs were not returned – we had the problem that the in-
formation in the tuples was often incomplete. Our Senseval-2
data set contained in 2669 out of 3565 tuples one or more
placeholders corresponding to arguments missing in Word-
Net or to unrecognised objects. If we mapped pronouns that
referred to humans to the concept ’person’, still 2169 tuples
contained a placeholder, but results got better. This indicates
that future work should concentrate on data preprocessing
with anaphora resolution and named entity tagging.

To avoid the bottleneck of manually annotated training
data, we would like to turn our supervised system into an
unsupervised system by taking the ID of the most probable
cluster as the ’verb sense’. To get an intuition of how well
our system covers the senses with the clusters we chose the
most frequent clusters for the verbto beginin a 160-cluster
model and looked up the most probable senses included in
these clusters. In the following, clusters and senses are listed
in descending order according to the frequency or probabil-
ity respectively. The verbto beginhas eight senses in the
Senseval-2 data. The MFS begin%2:30:00:: was covered in
several clusters (c110, c14, c21, c26, c128), which all se-
lected for the framesub j:s12 It was interesting to see, that
the clusters listed above chose different arguments. c110 se-
lected for a location as a subject, where as c14 selected for a
process, c21 for a physical object – which seems to be a very
general cluster – c26 for a person and c128 for an abstrac-
tion. This means that this model fractions the sense into finer

10Listings of the English Lexical Sample results of verbs can be
found in Dang and Palmer (2002)

11http://www.informatics.susx.ac.uk/research/groups/nlp/
mccarthy/SEVALsystems.html#kunlp, last visited June 2009

12’s’ is a sentence slot.
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grained sense distinctions than WordNet does. The sense be-
gin%2:42:04:: was included in c119 and c75 both holding the
intransitive frame and again selecting for different argument
concepts: ’process’ and ’person’. The sense begin%2:30:01::
is modeled about as well as the described ones.

It was more difficult to model the sense begin%2:42:00::
which occurs only 24 times out of 508to begin-instances.
Besides its sparseness it is very similar to sense be-
gin%2:42:04::. The WordNet description for the former is:
’have a beginning, of a temporal event’ and for the latter:
’have a beginning, in a temporal, spatial, or evaluative sense’.

Sense begin%2:42:03:: shows that our system has prob-
lems if a sense occurs with different subcategorisation frames.
This sense was only tagged correctly if it occurred with the
framesub j:p:np. It must be pointed out though that we had
only 17 instances of this sense in the Senseval-2 corpus. The
remaining three senses were never chosen by the system be-
cause they occurred very rarely (seven times or less).

Since selectional preferences did not improve results as
much as we expected, we had a closer look at the data. Ta-
ble 6 gives some examples of Senseval-2 tuples, where the
first column specifies the sense, the second the subject, and
the last one the object of the highly ambiguous verbto carry.
It shows that the nouns selected by the verb, group well on
a higher abstraction level. These examples indicate that se-

Table 6: Selectional Preferences forto carry

carry subject object
42:01 Mr. Baker (person) weapon (artifact)
42:01 he (person) glass (artifact)
42:02 dept (abstract) guarantee (abstract)
42:02 bill (abstract) ban (abstract)
42:12 woman (person) significance (abstract)
42:12 man (person) stigma (abstract)
42:03 plane (artifact) bomb (instrumentality)
42:03 she (= a ship) (artifact) rigging (instrumentality)

lectional preferences seem to be a reasonable feature even for
highly ambiguous verbs liketo carry which encourages to
improve argument extraction.

Summary
We proposed a verb sense disambiguation method which la-
bels English verbs with WordNet sense keys. The system con-
sists of (i) a clustering model which is trained on unlabelled
verb-argument tuples extracted from the Reuters corpus with
a parser, and (ii) a classifier which is trained on the Senseval-2
data and assigns the most likely sense to a verb. The process-
ing consists of three steps, (i) the extraction of the targetverb
and its arguments with a parser, (ii) the computation of clus-
ter probabilities for the tuple with the clustering model, and
(iii) the calculation of the most probable sense based on the
cluster(s) assigned in the previous step.

We used two different clustering models (LSC and PAC)
and found that PAC outperformed LSC and is not quite as

sensitive to data sparseness. Experiments with the number of
clusters indicate that a large number of clusters tends to be
better. The number of senses per cluster was found to decline
as the number of clusters increases.

Our experiments on different data sets showed that infor-
mation about argument heads improved results by about 2%.
However, many arguments were not properly extracted or
could not be mapped onto WordNet senses. The improvement
resulting from the replacement of personal pronouns with the
word ’person’ suggests that better argument extraction meth-
ods could further increase the performance.
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